Pizzo
Lux

• STOLE MATERIAL: MONDIAL PIZZO LUX Yarn col. 953 gr. 400, MERINOS EXTRA Yarn col. 200 gr. 100
Knitting needles n^ 4/6 - Wool round needle - Skill level: easy

STITCHES: Tubular st.: 1 knit, slip 1 as if to purl (= with yarn in front, slip 1 as if to purl from left to right knitting needle, pass yarn on wrong

side). Rib 1/1: 1 knit, 1 purl, lined-up. Garter stocking stitch with Pizzo Lux yarn: all r. knit and putting the knitting needle in the first buttonhole of the net take out and repeat the st. in the next loop. You’ll have Volant motif on both sides of the stole.
TENSION: Cm 10 x 10 = 7 st. and 14 r. in garter stitch using Pizzo Lux yarn

INSTRUCTIONS: Using knitting needles n. 4 and Merinos Extra yarn, cast on 23 st. and work. 4 r. in tubular st. Continue 35 cm rib 1/1.

Continue with knitting needles n. 6 and Pizzo Lux yarn, in garter st., decreasing 12 st. during 1^ r. and then increasing every 2 r., 3 st. 7 times

and 5 st. twice. At 55 cm. continue like below specified: 1^ r.. 15 knit, turn.; 2^ r. 15 knit, turn; 3^ r. 30 knit, turn; 4^ r. 30 knit, turn; 5^ r. 44 knit,

turn.; 6^ r. 44 knit, turn; repeat the 6 r. 7 times. Continue in garter st. decreasing every 2 r., 5 st. twice and 3 st. 7 times. At the end of the

decreases, continue with knitting needles n. 4 and Merinos Extra yarn in rib 1/1, increasing 12 st. during 1^ r. After you have made 35 cm. rib,
work 2 r. in tubular st. and cast off with wool round needle.

• BAG MATERIAL: MONDIAL PIZZO LUX Yarn col. 953 gr. 300, MERINOS EXTRA Yarn col. 200 gr. 50 - Knitting needles
n^ 6 - Wool round needle - Lining - Handles and oval base of Lane Mondial Accessories Collection - Skill level: easy

STITCHES: Rib 1/1: 1 knit, 1 purl, lined-up. Reverse stocking stitch using Pizzo Lux yarn: 1^ r.: purl using Pizzo Lux yarn as a standard
yarn; 2^ r. knit: and instead of yarn on, put knitting needle in the first loop of the net and take out, then repeat this st. in the next loop. You’ll
have Volant motif only on one side of your panel.

TENSION: Cm 10 x 10 = 7 st. and 10 r. in reverse stocking stitch with Pizzo Lux yarn

INSTRUCTIONS: Using 3 metres needleful of Pizzo Lux yarn and wool round needle pass yarn through the holes of base working the

buttonhole stitch. At the end of r., knot both ends of the yarn together. The r. in buttonhole stitch around the leather-base in made instead
of the beginning r.

Front side: using knitting needles n^ 6 and Pizzo Lux yarn pick-up 28 st., starting from st. in the middle of first curve up to the st. in the midlle
of second curve of base and work, back and forth r., in reverse stocking stitch, like above specified. At 15 cm with triple Merinos Extra yarn,
rib 1/1. At 18 cm. work again in reverse stocking stitch with Pizzo Lux yarn.
When the piece measures 24 cm., bind off the sts.
Back side: work as given for front side.

FINISHING: Sew the sides of the bag. Fix the handles to the bag and line.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR KNITTING
RECOMMENDED KNITTING NEEDLES: 5/6
RECOMMENDED KNITTING: PLAIN-STITCH, USING ONLY RIBBON’S EDGE

STOLE

In order to collect the stitches, put the knitting needle in the upper ribbon’s edge.
Continue in knit stitch every other loop alternatively, or if you prefer work all loops.
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